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Taft began three days of ing continued late today In several of ening letters he said he had received
Be it further resolved, that thia
as- he
of
notes
also
and
the
Tren-ith- e
warning
no change in the Democratic standing,
All
reach
the
their
anchors.
sections
of
when
the
outer
left
he
hard
city, despite
campaigning
into darkness In order to facilitate a they
e
Wilalso
thirty-onHarmon molding
men on small trading ships have
'to
i
(Continued on Page Four.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
son's eleven.
(Continued on Page S.)
been called out.
(Continued on Page Five.)
(Continued on Pace

The state mounted police office is
in receipt of a public notice sent out
by the Southwestern Milling and Electric Company of San Marcial, Socorro
county, telling of the theft of a bay
horse and saddle on the night of April
9 from the corral of the company's de
pot. A liberal reward is offered for
the recovery of the property.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
received in the office of State Treasurer 0. N. Marron yesterday: Southwestern Surety and Insurance Company $1;
C. D. Miller, state engineer, state road
fund, $28.89; Thomas P. Gable, game
and fish warden, game protection fund
$2; Guadalupe county, state road fund,
$1,500; J. B. McManus, superintendent
of the state penitentiary, convicts'
earnings, $2,721.90; Chaves county,
state road fund, $1,500; North British
Insurance Company, $1.
Thrown Open to Settlement.
The three tiers of sections in townships ten and eleven north, 'ange six
and seven east that were eliminated
from the Manzano Nationa1 Forest
on July 1, 1910, have only recently
been restored to entry and will be
subject to fiung on July 25, 1912.
This land, however, has not been des- -
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Little Store

AnERJEASLES
Young Girl

eminds You of the Superior

'Polity and Large Variety of the
Soltaire " fioods.

Always the Leader

Southern Corner Plaza,
ALL

CASH

Santa Fe. Telephone

PURCHASES.

WE

GIVE

No. 40.

REGISTER

TICKETS
.

WHOLESALEAND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents

UFaLFa

For INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and
packages

SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Measles is very likely to weaken
the kidneys and leave serious effects
unless the system is built up with a
reaiiable strength creator such as
our delicious cod liver and itvn
preparation without oil.
Miss Marion Shaver, a young girl
of Luzerne, N. Y., says: "I had
measles several months ago and it
left me in a very bad condition, weak
and rundown. After several months
of this, I took Vinol to build me up.
It has done me much good. I have
gained both strength and weight and
my appetite is good."
Inn all weakened and rundown conditions of the body, from any cause,
Vinol should be used to create new
blood and increase strength.
We
guarantee it to do this and will pay
back your money if it does not. The
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.
l,

GROCERY
WITH

Was Badly Run Down

What She Did.
Parents too often make the mistake
ot thinking that certain diseasps of
and
childhood, such as measles
whooping cough, are harmless.

THE EMPTY ROOM.
I found me standing at your door,
Beloved! having come in sleep,
Dreaming I yet had watch to keep,
And all was as it was before,
When the dim hours my care outwore.

M.

ial needed for the Denver and Rio
Grande road's reconstruction as provided for by the loan.
The work
will begin actively by August 1, according to Joel F. Vaile, general
counsel, who has just returned from
jN'pw York, where he attended the
directors' meeting.
The bonds are
jin denomination or $1,000 and draw
(seven per cent interest. They are
redeemable at the option of the com-- I
pany at any interest paying date as
who'e or in blocks of not less than
$300,(100.
Blair & Co. and Solomon &
Co., New York, will buy at face value
bonds offered them.
Stockhold
: all
ers will be given preference.
Advices from Roswell, N. M., are
that SI. C. Vaughn of Portales has
purchased the greatest right of way
of the Co'orado, Texico and Arkansas
Pass railroad which was chartered to
extend from the Colorado coal fields
to the gulf terminal. The road will
be completed first from Texico to Virginia City, thus opening a lich agricultural section. Work will begin on
the uncompleted ends in November.
Chicago capitalists are behind the enterprise. Arrangements for floating
the necessary bonds are said to have
been made.
j

PRESBYTERIANS THINK
PAPACY GROWING MENACE.
Assembly at Seattle, Washington Take
Fall Out of "Corrupt

Polities."

Your little Toom so very still.
Beloved! still, and sweet with you;
My senses, tranced, such
balm

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Seattle, Wash., May 24. The United
Presbyterian Assembly took up today
the reports of the committees on minPhone Black
Phone Black Yet my feet stayed upon tha sill,
isterial relief, publication and Sabbath
For something held my clouded will.
schools, and reform. Under the heading "Romanism" the report says:
The moonlight lay along the floor,
Attack on Roman Church.
And soft as is the swan's soft
That ancient foe of human liberty.
breast
Dawson Coal
the papacy, as it gains in numbers in
On your smooth pillow, aye im- the nation, is becoming bolder and
Toro
Sawed Wood
more menacing by means of an alpressed,
Beloved! moonlight and no more!
liance with corrupt politics and schemI waked and found me at your door.
ing politicians. With a secret military
Edith M. Thomas, in
Atlantic organization numbering hundreds of
thousands, its priestly dictation over
Monthly.
two million voters, its Jesuitical influence over the nation's president, demands of American Protestantism, a
AROUND THE STATE
sleepless vigilance and the earnest
All Kinds of Building Materials.
prayerful and persistent effort to give
its blinded millions the true gospel of
Doors, Red
Christ."
Three Drunks in Court.
D. Torres, Compasseon Gonzales and
Yard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Corrupt Politics Scored.
the
Santiago Yturralgo all pleaded guilty
Concerning "Godless politics"
Phone, Red 100
Phone. Red 100
at Roswell to the charge of being report says: "The combinations
Phone. Red 100
of
drunk and disorderly and were fined evil and reactionary and political
j schemes are being more and more forc-- I
$5 and costs respectively.
ed into the open and the people see
Residence Burned.
promise of once more coming into
The store building and awe'Iing oc- their own. Bosses, grafters, trusts,
cupied by C. K. Hartley, also the and the enemies of the public welfare
dwelling occupied by Mrs. A. E. generally are being brought into the
Kean, at Oro Grande, Otero county, light of day and the people are rising
to crush them."
were totally destroyed by fire.

LEO HERSCH

45

Iola
El

"Clean Up the Bowels and
Keep Them Clean"

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

and White Cedar Fence Posts

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

Laxative

315
St.,

Parts of The World

All

Dd ,nconven,ence b7 Purchaalne Wills
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

SaVfi MOflfiV

Payable

U.

Tiroufisut

and all Foreign
Gauntries

S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

SELECTION OF THIRTEENTH
Tried to Kill His Wife.
JUROR DELAYS TRIAL,
examina
Following a preliminary
tion at El Paso, Henry La Beaux was
bound over to the grand jury on a (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., May 24. Fur
charge of having made an assault to
murder his wife on a bond in the sum ther difficulties were encountered this
of $500.
morning in the" effort to select a thir
teenth juror to sit in the trial of Clar
ence S. Darrow, the Chicago lawyer ac
Drunk and Asleep.
A drunken man was found by the cused of jury bribing.
J. L. Wheat, who was considered as
police asleep on the sidewalk on Cen
the
probable alternate juror, was ex
tral avenue near First street at Albucused this morning by Judge Hutton
querque. The man had a ro;l of bills because
of
Both sides had
in his pocket which
totalled more
a willingness to take him.
than $200. He also had a handsome expressed
Two veniremen from another departatch.
ment of the superior court, the only
talesmen available for service, were
Sues Railroad for Damages.
was
disqualified, and an
Suit against the anta Fe has been taken until 2 o'clock adjournment
to await the arbrought in the United States federal rival of more veniremen.
court at El Paso by .T. C. Hewitson
for $30,000 damages because of per WARSHIP REJECTS LARGE
sonal injuries, alleged to have been
CONSIGNMENT OF BEEF.
received while ,he was in the employ
of the road out of El Paso.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, May 24. The
Citizens' League After Gamblers.
i.avy department telegraphed the PhilSam Kline, who was arrested at El adelphia navy yard today for a full reFaso, charged by two
comp'aints port regarding the rejection of 26,000
filed in the county with having en- pounds of beef delivered yesterday by
the contractor for use on the naval
gaged in pool selling and
was released on a bond in the transport Prairie. Only 2,000 out of
the consignment of 28,000 pounds were
sum of $000.
Kline's arrest was the result of the accepted.
investigations prosecuted by the CitiKNOWS NOW.
zen's league and is one of several.
Doctor Was Fooled by His Own Case
Hall Sues
Patton In the disfor a Time.
trict court at Roswell, Dr. W. H. Hall
brought suit against Emmett Patton
It's easy to understand how ordinand Eleanor Pa'ton for specific perary neon'e eet fooled bv coffee when
formance. He charges that on May doctors
themselves sometimes forget
9. 1910,
borrowed
from him the facts.
some money and up to May 9, 1912,
A physician speaks of his own exnothing had been paid on it though perience:
it was bearing eight per cent inter"I had used coffee for years and
est. He claims there is now due
did not exactly believe it was
really
and he asks that the court alinjuring me although I had palpita
low him the rents and
off
the
profits
tion of the heart every day. (Tea conpiece of land which secured the
the same drug found
note. The land lies near Hagerman. tains caffeine
in coffee and is just as harmful as
Roswell Children Find Stolen Mail coffee.)
"Finally one day a severe and alPouch.
Roswell, X. M., May 24. The third most fatal attack of heart trouble
mail pouch stolen from the Santa Fe frightened me and I gave up both
baggage room at Clovis Monday was tea and coffee, using Postum instead
found today by school children lying and since that time I have had nhan.
in a ditch near a public road. All reg lutely no heart palpitation except on
istered letter seals had been broken one or two occasions when I tried
and much letter mail broken open. Xo a small quantity of coffee which
arrests have been made. El Paso caused severe irritation anl proved
to me I must let it alone.
Morning Times.
"When we began using Postum It
Brakerr.itn Killed.
seemed weak that was because wc
J. A. Johnson, a lraltem;tn in the did not make it
according to direemploy of the Cliin Copper Company ctionsbut now we put a little bit of
at Santa Rita, was run over and kill- batter in the pot when boiling and aled Wednesday night by an ore train low the Postum to boil full 15 minon which he was working. Johnson utes which gives it the proper rich
was an experienced train man but flavour and the deep brown co'or.
had been in the employ of the Chino
I have advised a great many
of
company only one day. At a
my friends and patients to leave off
inquest held the following day coffee and drink Postum, in fact I
the evidence showed that the de- daily give this advice." Name given
ceased had given the engineer the by Postum Co.. Battle Creeks. Mich.
signal to go ahead. He was missed Many thousands of physicians us
shortly after this, and a search re- Postum in place of tea and coffee in
vealed his mangled
body on the their own homes and prescribe It to
track. He lived only a short tlms patients.
after being found. How the accident
'There's a reason." and it is ex
happened is a mystery. Silver City plained in the little book, "The Road
to Wellville," in pkgs.
Independent
Ever read the above letter? A new
Work on Rio Grande Railroad,
one appears from thru to time. They '
The management is now engaged are genuine, true, and full of human
in planning the equipment and mater- - Interest,
.,

J

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

s

139

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J.

R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA' FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Itegular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.1)0
French Noodle Order TOc a dlsn,
Kew York Chop Suey 60c

Rooms With Bath

THE

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS?
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covereo hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commerc al men to take In
the surrounding to'kns. Wire E'.nbudo

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALBANY

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with batb.

To Be Completed July

1st, 1912.

book-makin-

mower field.

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last Half
their lite isn't spent in a repair shop.
They're
always ready for use.
The Coldwell guarantee Jc nnlr
..v v. Aram ma
chine. A guarantee to give satisfaction wwij?
Coldwells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in
a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you

Washington
Tex.,

says:

"Almost all my
life I have been
troubled with constipation, and have
tried many remedies, all of which
seemed to cause pain without giving
much relief.
I finally tried Dr. Miles'
Laxative Tablets and found them excellent Their action is pleasant and
mild, and their chocolate taste makes
them easy to take. I am more than
glad to recommend them."
"Clean up the bowels and keep
them clean," is the advice of all
physicians, because they realize the
danger resulting from habitual conDo not delay too long,
stipation.
but begin proper curative measures.
Dr. Miles' Laxative Tablets area
new remedy for this old complaint,
and a great improvement over the
cathartics you have been using in
the past. They taste like candy
and work like a charm.
A trial
will convince you.
Dr. Miles' Laxative Tablets are
sold by all druggists, at 25 cents
a box containing 25 doses.
If not
found satisfactory after trial, return the box to your druggist and
he will return your money.
MILES MEDICAL CO.. Elkhart, Ind.

a Coldwell.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If It's Hardware, We Have It
Phone

er

14.

12

i'iivi

n

DENVER QUARANTINES
TEXAS CATTLE SHIPMENTS.
Leasea Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., May 24. The Denver Union Stock Yards has put into
e$ect a quarantine against Texas cattle, because of an epidemic fever. A
dipping station has been established
at Fort Worth it is reported.
I By Special

AMERICANS WIN INTERNATIONAL SHOOTING-TROPHY- .
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Buenos, Ayres, May 24. The team
of marksmen representing the United
States carried off the international
shooting competition which terminot-et- i
today by 4,729 points against the
4,598 points scored by the Argentine
team.
New
brings

Mexican

resi'ls

Ws.t

ads

always

FRECKjHACE
New Remedy That Removes Freckles
or Costs Nothing.
Here's a chance Miss Freckle-Fac- e
to try a new remedy for freckles with
the guarantee of a reliable dealer that
it will not cost you a penny unless it
removes the freckles, while if it does
give you a clear complexion, the ex
pense is trifling.
Simply get an ounce of othine double strength, from your druggist and
one night's treatment will show you
how easy it is to rid yourself of the
homely freckles and get a beautiful
complexion. Rarely is more than one
ounce needed for the worst case.
Be sure to ask for the double
strength othine, as this is the only
prescription sold under guarantee of
money back if it fails to remove
freckles.

Skipping the Bad Places.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
r

:

WHEN

YOU CAN

GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK M. JONES, CapitSBId

WOOD WORKER

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

Manufacturer of

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,
Screen Windows, :: Screen Doors.
SHOW CASES.

104GaIesteo Street
Telephone

157 W.

::

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

J. F. RHOADS

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

Or. Phone No. rfed 76

SANTA FE, N. M

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

'hy

coro-ner'-

you've known

Coldwell Lawn Mower
by reputation you've alwavs
sociated it with "best in the lawn

Tablets.

Waco,

yeaFS

the name

After using them,
Mr. N. A. Waddell,

General Express Forwarders
TO

For forty

There are many remedies to be
had for constipation, but the difficulty is to procure one that acts
without violence.
A remedy that
does not perform
b y force
what
should be accomplished by persuasion is Dr. Miles'

45

PORTLAND CEMENT

Screen
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EXPRESS LINE.

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

ff
I
y

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

y

KEW MtXIUAfl POINTING
Local Agents for

SSS

SlofecWSmicke
"Elastic" Bookcase

SMSSS

and Desk combined.

ffiupwizsO
Utssig

A

M

Desk Unit with few or
as desired.
manyBook

I

dsk and bookcase

JJnite

ever made.

lb advantages and
bilities

V

CO.

SMpSSSSSiH!

C; U, write or phone

Y

J

ji

Bjj

possi- -

1

I

l

"Tf"V

Ml

il

Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
or

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington

Avenue.

Phone Black 222.

Qoeds Called for and Delivered.

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horse power and one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, .irst cla?
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable ot carrying
75 pounds of steam, past i upen by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves: a fiO eallon ensohae tank, with other sundry items.
Any of uiese Items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If liiter.igfe.l
ad.
Cress the New Mevictu Printing Com
pany, Santa Fe. Ne Mexico
Commencement
Tha
Proarama
New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples of embossed
and engraved commencement program
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
up with the latest oatterna and de
signs. Samples will be mailed upon
request to any one Interested. Makf
your selections early.

Nothing tike having your office up
date. The Glooe Wernicke Filing
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
only improve the looks of your office
but will pay for themselves in the
time they sve you. Wh" not be up
to date? New Mexican Printing Company.
to

-

Society Stationery The New Mex(.
nan Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. Tha new
size correspondence cards, etc. Or.
ders taken for engraved and
work. Several lines to make
your selection from.

i.

It will nat I I Mil i naaic
your
tiem writing out your legal form
.
a .1.
wfipn Tim hh out
uwm an eau prliu.
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

THE SA3JTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N.

FRIDAY, MAY 24, 1912.
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fcrmidable than the fifteen votes it
commanded later indicated.
KICK
The Election Contests.
On the resolution to dismiss
the
contest against ihe two Democratic
Casados and Martinez, the
debate, while still turbulent, had lost Real FaCtS 111 Regard TO F. R.
of the violence and took quite
The careful mother, who watches homts of Mrs. E. S. Griffin, Sandy,
nimman s liiness. Keliet ObMa-another tack, the subject of the
closely the physical peculiarities of rtah, and Mrs. Clara Mcintosh,
House
tained By Curing His
her children will soon discover thai sonviile, Colo., are always supplied
plaints of Toombs aril Catron being
Was
Stomach Ailments.
Disturbed
and
connec
iu
had
violated
been
with Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
that party ethics
Rudely
by
by
the most important thing
who had promised to
the
Republicans
tion with a child's constant good with them, as with thousands of othTrouble Makers
Waynesville.N. C Mr. F. R. Huffman,
slay by the caucus resolution on the
health is to keep the howels regular- ers, there is no substitute for this
of
this city, says : " I suffered dreadfully
more
other
folOn
the
be
will
bowels
hand,
Vargas,
is
It
subject.
really
grand laxative.
ly open. Sluggish
lowed by loss of appetite, restless- than a laxative, for it contains super- IBUT THE SPEAKER IS SUPREME Clancy and Burg dwelt on the pro- with what I thought was heart trouble,
priety of taking the contests out of and tried various medicines in vain.
ness during sleep, irritability and a ior tonic properties which help to i
the committee on privileges and elecdozen and one similar evidences of tone and strengthen the stomach, livAfter other remedies had failed,
's
er and bowels so that alter a brief Solons Got Down to Hard Work tions, and putting tliem into the hands
physical disorder.
Means
and
of
the
Committee,
restored me to
Ways
At the first sign of such disorder use of it all laxatives can be dispensto
which brought in a resolution
Quickly After Tempest Had
health. I would not feel safe without
give the child a teaspoonful of Dr. ed with and nature will do its own
contests without having
dismiss
the
Over.
Blown
on
at
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
work.
night
in the house. I consider
examined a scintilla of the voluminous
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
retiring end repeat the dose the folAs it worth its weight in gold.
of Vargas.
hands
evidence
in
the
The House quieted down yesterday a
lowing night if necessary more than this remedy before buying it in the
It cured my indigestion, and by this
sideplay, Casados and Toombs exthat will scarecly be needed. You regular way of a druggist at fifty afternoon as quickly as it had been plained
conditions in Union means 1 was restored to health. 1 can
political
a
bottle
one
dollar
will find that the child will recover cents or
aroused to turbulence. Speaker Baca,
large
atcounty and their own
not express my gratitude for its benefits."
its accustomed good spirits at once (a family size) can have a sample bot- with the aid of the Democrats, had titudes, Toombs declaring political
vigorously
Good health depends on the condition
tle sent to the borne free of charge won a complete victory, the oppo- that he became a
and will eat and sleep normally.
Republican when
This remedy is a vast improvement by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Cald- sition to him mustering only one third he discovered that the people rule of your digestion. Poor digestion and
over salts, cathartics, laxative waters well, 405 Washington St., Monticello, of the members. It is becoming more through the Republican party.
The good health do not go together.
and similar things, which are alto- 111. Your name and address on a pos- apparent every day that a dual po- resolution finally carried with only
will
Thedford's Black-Drauglitical game is being played, which 13 votes recorded
it.
gether too powerful for a child. The tal card will do.
cleanse and set in order your
against
thoroughly
has for its stakes the United States
Rogers managed to get in some cam- digestive system.
Senatorship on part of the Republi- medicine and permitted the
paign
It has done this for others, during the
ot
nis prerogaHISTORICAL DOCUMENTS
sage to the legislature of New Mexi- cans, and the saving
Democratic donkey to bray defiantly
past 70 years, and is today the most
TO BE EXHIBITED. co, and other such relics as only his- - fives for the Governor, on the part and cavort
sportively when he
of the Democrats.
It is evident that
torians possess.
vegetable liver remedy on the
that he belonged to no political popular
workare
Roosevelt
market. Try it.
the
Republicans
Will Be Shown at Meetings at Capiconsidered
which
its interests
Insist on Thedford's.
Price 25c.
ing to humiliate the present Republi- party
DEATH OF MOTHER OF
of his constituents.
tol Monday and Tuesday Evcan organization so that they may be above the interests
deLIEUTENANT GOVERNOR.
he
declaimed
He
that
enings by B. M. Read.
pompously
in position to organize the party and
cided contest cases according to the "when a bear garden and a three-ringegain control of it at the convention evidence and his
Succonscience, and not circus were all going at the same
In addition to the large number of Mrs. Estefanita Baca de Delgado
which will nominate a candidate for
to party caucus agreements, time iu the House."
to
Las
at
cumbs
Illness
artirecording
and
rare
Lengthy
Suc
documents
months
a
hence.
few
interesting
Congress
Senate Bill No. 137, by Laughren, an
lie referred at length to the bribery
Vegas.
cles of inappreciable historical value
ceeding in that, they will strive to
followed
he
had
which
to amend an act relating to imact
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not
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provement
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ings
which to find the accused representa- on motion of Laughren after the roll
jamin M. Read will illustrate his ad- day morning by the critical illness ofim the background. It is an interest- - tives
guilty, all of the evidence of- call had commenced and after Cramp-towith
Mrs..
Estefanita Delgado jng situation that is fraught
dress by the exhibition of his collec- his mother,
had explained that, the object of
fered being evidently trumped up and
tion of original authorities consisting de Baca. A message received last many possibilities.
manufactured.
the bill is to permit municipalities to
a Strenuous Half Hour.
of ancient books, documents and of- night told of the death of the venerable
Sanchez complained that the Ways issue long time bonds to pay for per-- j
ficial letters which he was able to old lady, at seven o'clock last evening.!
For ha,f an hmr yesterday after.
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Means Committee had decided nianent improvements.
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noon. Speaker Baca faced a stormy
obtain, after many years of labor and
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declared the entire proceeding a farce. marshals was tabled unceremoniously.
on the history of New Mexico. Among Delgado and Josefa Baca and
although he several times
four- temper,
Senate Bill NV 73, requiring emat
ranch
on
the
Bonanza,
Delgado
to re- Casados and Toombs then locked horns
ordered the sergeant-at-arm- s
these being the reports of Cabeza de teen miles
south of Santa Fe and then store order and threatened to call in and after Casados had recited what ployers using coupons to redeem these
Castaneda, known as Cerrillos. For several years
Vaca, Niza, Coronado,
3D to 0.
a dozen he declared to be the facts in the coupons in cash, carried
Bustamante, Gallegos and Barrado, she lived in Santa Fe but most of her ether officers, when about
A Good Measure.
Blanchard asked
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against
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Espejo, Castano de Sosa, Villagra, life was spent in Las Vegas. Her hus- Senate Bill No. 152, relating to confor a roiljt.hat the witness be sworn. Mullens
Onate, Fr. Benavidez, and other Fran- band preceded her to the grave about vi(?d. wUh each otnpr VlIing
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of Don Pedro Bautista Pino, delivDaniel, Ezequiel. Antonino, and
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of oratory and that, in ov improvements shall be assessed by
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concerted effort was made to choke when he denounced the rottenness in T0it explained that at present proceed-thNo
nez to the Mexican Congress printed known and much esteemed in the capadministration of New Mexico ings are pending in which it was
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in Taos in 1843, on the first printing ital for her motherly devotion
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all
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measure through
die:n of $5.00 for members of the in- (iiinosition was also aroused and he
on the arrival of the American army;
C. Llexia, Jose Jordi and Arnulso
Vargas finally forced a roll call, as
the original official proclamation of Monterola, held by peace officers at was stated yesterday, on the question vestigation committee while busv in insisted that the act is not as innocent
Governor William Carr Lane, 1853, Las Cruces in connection with the w hether a roll call should be had on vestigating, went to the Investigation as it looks. That it was devised for
This served no Commiliee without much fuss andj some special purpose. Holt declared
annexing to New Mexico all the ter- destruction of the Sam Bean building tno main resolution.
to the calen- that the objections raised are only a
includwhich
and
was
fire
afterwards
a
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explosions, further purpose than to disclose the then the House got down
ritory
ago by
had hap- tempest in the tea pot. A motion by
if
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dar
nothing
tose.enely
to
Speak-daed in the Gadsden purchase, a copy are having a preliminary hearing
weakness of the opposition
t hat Romero to recommit the bill was lost
of. "Nuevo Mejicano" printed in Santa
before Justice of the Peace Man-- or Baca, which by the noise it made pened to disturb the equanimity
and the bill passed.
more had prevailed in the forenoon.
be
to
to
the
Fe July 1850; Governor Lane's mes- - uel Lopez.
spectators
appeared
House Bill No. 100, a salary bill,
Chrisman Bill Recommitted.
on
House Bill No. 163, by Chrisman, to was referred to the Committee
amend Section 4020, Compiled Laws Finance.
of 1SB7, was on motion of Chrisman,
Signed by Governor.
A message from Governor McDonald
after Catron
himself, recommitted,
had vainly sought to table it on the announced that he had signed House
eronnd that it is unconstitutional in Joint Memorial No. 1, addressed to
s
The measure
two particulars.
Congress, asking that the Navajo and
for the remittance of taxes on Jicarilla reservations be allotted, that
property destroyed by fire or flood, unnecessary withdrawals of lands for
iind is intended principally for the reclamation projects be restored; that
r
areas be eliminated from
re'ief of certain tax payers in San
Juan county. Catron read the clause forest reserves; that land withdrawn
and not needed for that
in tne constitution proninimig
uiej for power sites
remission of taxes in cases of the kind mirnose be thrown open to settle
sought to be covered and then asked ment.
Senate Bill No. 103, to repeal section
Chrisman: "Did not Attorney General
Bill No.
Clany tell you that your bill is uncon- 005, C. L. 1897, and Senate
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exemptions was recommitted.
Measures That Were Killed.
The following bills were killed:
House Substitute for House Bill No.j
70, regarding the procedure to quiet:
title to real estate. Senate Bill No.
34, to repeal Chapter 7u, Laws ofj
1909, a fence law. Senate Bill No. 120,
the Pankey Pure Food Bill. Senate!
Bill No. 49, prohibiting saloons within
church or
400 yards of any school,
Bill
House
of
assembly.
public
place
No. 151, to prohibit and punish acts
of sex perversion.
Measures Passed.
The following bills were passed:
Senate Bill No. 138, giving landlord a'
lien on furniture for unpaid
rent.j
Senate Bill No. 139, an act to authorize
rent
to
court
the judges of district
chambers and House Joint Memorial
No. 5, asking congress 10 esuiuuau
an additional federal circuit west of
the Missouri.

Speaker instructed

the

sergeant-at-arm-

s

to permit no one to touch books
or papers on the desks of representatives without permission from such

representatives.

Vargas declared that inasmuch as
friends had fought against friends, and
brothers against brothers, some time
vas needed to get togther again,
and therefore moved to adjourn to 2
The motion was lost
p m. Friday.
27 to 12.
Fire Destroys Empty House.
Other Bills Passed.
Fire completely destroyed a house
The House by a vote of 37 to 0
a half west of
then carried House Bill No. 170, by about two miles and
Roswell. The house was empty at the
to
act
validate
an
Carter,
Bonded Abof deeds, mortgages, leases lime, belonging to the
Mr.
and
Company.
stract
Security
and other instruments of writing.
in
the
been
had
who
living
Martley
Senate Substitute for House Bill No.
house had moved out a week or ten
124, bv the Committee on Judiciary
fixing the lime of holding court in tiie days ago.
first judicial district, passed 37 to 0,
as did a similar act, Senate Sub
for Senate Bi'l No. 40, by the
tee on Judiciary, fixing the
holding district court in the Sixth
Judicial District, the' vote being 38 to
0 Senate Rill Xo. 78, by Crampton,
an cct fixing the time for holding the
terms of the district court In thel
Eighth Judicial District, was aIco pas- sed, after which the House adjourned
to 2 p. m. Friday. Hilton announced
a meeting of the Committee on State
Affairs at 9. a. m., and Miguel E. Raca
of the Committee on Irrigation fori
the same hour. .
Senate.
Mexico-RiAfter the Holt Texas-XeGrande boundary bill had carried
by 21 to 0, the Senate settled down
to disposing of the bills reported Tues
."To think I
day from committee.
the
counting
spent the afternoon
Cures Colds
in a
tomstones
graveyard," ex- Stops Coughs
who
one
claimed
newspaper scribe,
For sale by ell druggists.
had been detailed to report the Senate,
acknow-legement-
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committee by a vote of 32 to 13.
House Bill No. 173, by Rogers, pro
viding for the filing of chattel mort
gages carried 39 to 1.
Who Stole the Laws?
Toombs arose to a question of pe
sonal privilege and complained that a
ccpy of the Compiled Laws, complet.'S-!annotated and which he prized because of its age, had disappeared from
bin desk.
Mullens made compla'; t.
Hiat a new copy of the Compiled Laws
had disappeared from his desk. The

OUR

is the pride of

regarding the appointment of
Chrisman replied that the Attorney guardians for incompetents, went over
General had told him that the best because the printed copies were not
No. 4, to dejway to test the constitutionality of a yet to hand. Senate Bill
statute is, to bring suit in court. The fine and punish bribery, was passed.
bill was recommitted to the Steering Senate Bill No. 150, relating to tax
'
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THE OLDEST BANKlNGINSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

r.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
.Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange
telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms s jar, given by , any
agency, public or ,prjyate? .Liberal advances made on
.of: livestock and products.
The., bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the
banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

OF SUBSCRIPTION.
..er week by carrier....
.25
;
. Per month, bv carrier
7K
ay, per month, by mail...
.65
7.00
Jaily, per year, by mail
S

Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly, six ironths
Week,Jr. er year.....
Weekly, per quarter...

v

$3.50
1.00

Valley. R?nch Activities.

Due to the late spring, with considerable moisture during the winter the
Valley Ranch, N. M., May 24, 1912.
.50
was never 'wore beautiful
The river is going down a litt'.e .country
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
than now and no one with the means
and clearing up considerably so there should miss
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico.
seeing it.
It Is sent to should be some good fish catches
The road gang which has been do
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
ing such excellent work at Canonci- among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
.

THE PEOPLE WILL BE DISAPPOINTED.
No matter what faction wins or
what House puts something over the
other during the next fifteen days,
the people of New Mexico will be dis-;,appointed unless there is legislation
that to the popular mind is essential.
No matter what the explanations, or

acre

. 2.00

The north has more than
45 per cent of all farms,
the south
n:ore than 48 per cent, the west less
than six per cent.
The greatest per cent of increase in
number of farms, by far, the past

n

ten

NATIONAL BANK

$:S2.0.

yars,

the height from which a broader sur- BURG FAIR BILL
PASSES HOUSE
vey can be made, there follows no
cessation of effort, no diminution of
(Continued trom page one.)
enthusiasm, but rather a determination to teach a still higher level."
House, as a further mark of respect,
Through years of misfortunes, of adjourn at the close of
today's seshard times, the businessmen
have sion to Monday
afternoon, so that the
stood nobly by the newspapers that
members may attend the obsequies at
!
have led m the march of nroE-res.r
t
that have pointed out the way of ad-- i '
RS0lved further, that these reso
(iiiv.iin;iiL.
nuuucany every DUSr
nessman advertises in them, not as a lutions be spread on the Journal of
matter of charity but because it pays the House, and copies be furnished
uereavQ lamy-tivelthem individually and the city collec-- i
Bi" Goes to the Governor,
to support great newspapers
that are truly representative of the ' House Bill No. 15, by Skidmore:
spirit that animates the great city amended by the Senate, was taken up
that on Saturday dedicates its mag- - and the amendments were concurred
nificent causeway tying it to the in.
The bill provides that employers shall give employes two hours
mainland.
J

"and-make-

to are moving today near Santa Rosa,
and Mr. W. M. Tabor of Glorieta, has
taken the contract to complete, the
piece of. road so as to avoid the bad
grade crossing which is still lacking
to make this beauty spot a boulevard
for autos.
opposed the bill on a plea of economy.
Mullens produced a laugh when he
said that this is the most liberal legislature he had ever seen that in its
liberality it had not only relieved
fcur of its members of serious
charges but even paid their lawyers.
"However, that was not an invest
ment, but a handout."
(applause.)
He favored restoring the Old Palace,
he believed in liberal appropriations,
for the public schools and for every
public interest that would suffer from
a raise policy of economy,
although
hf. was pleased to note that of late
the spirit of economy has been brooding over the House and would prevent unnecessary expen.itures. Smith
said that whfe he was ferninst
yet, in this instance he favored building up. so splendid an institution as the Albuquerque
fair.
Toombs also favored the bill in a
brilliant little speech in explanation
of his vote.
The bill passed 36 to

.
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is shown by New Mexico,
There is not another
')er l'ent8tate in tne
that shows as much
the recriminations, or the quibblings, us on a uuuurea per cent increase,
the people will hold responsible the There are only six states that show a
Republican majority of both houses greater percentage of increase in the
and therefore, those Repub'ican ma- rural population than New Mexico,
New Mexico's increase in ten years
jorities in both houses should work
66.3 per cent, while Oklahoma
being
together. It is a duty they owe not 1,...
i
",lu au cieise oi u.( per cent
nlv tn tha
mm
Alexico
Nw
leads
all other
,
again
.,.,
in which to vote. The Senate amendstates in its 11!U Per
f increase
Y
tiZ.
ment provided that employers need
.,,B 1D
ten
HE
ADVERTISED.
'
years in farm area, not another
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY. PROTECTED ?
he,7y.,f
n
not
of a
pay employes for the time they
state showin
irirrPfls(l nhnvp s, nm.
That is the gist of a press article are
to
vote.
absent
cent. New Mexico also leads in the that is being sent out
by boomers for
whom it may, let the Senate be dic- Per cent of increase in
By a vote of 30 to 12, on motion of
its
William L. Douglas for the presidency,
;
I
tated to by whom it pleases, that farm area, 349 per cent, notimproved
and after Clancy had made a
Burg
I
another in
to his wonderful success
to adjourn) the House took
should not stand in the way of agree- state showing an Increase above 113 as alluding
a businessman. Says the biogra- motion
:
ment on certain essential legislation. per cent, and only two other states
up House Bill 109, by Burg, to es- 8.
pher:
MOULTON-ESP- E
The people will be disappointed un above one hundred per cent.
tablish a State Fair at Albuquerque,
The
House
took a recess to three
New
less the platform pledges of the Re- Mexico is eighth in the per cent of one"William L. Douglas, of whom some appropriating $15,000 for buildings, o'clock this ofternoon.
once said that he had the
nd
increase in farm values, 196.6 per cent,
a year for maintenance.
publican party are enacted into
GENERAL AGENTS.
Legislative Pointers.
face in America,' is one of The $5,000
SANTA FE, N. M.
but second in the increase in land the
county of Bernalillo on its pan
Representative Tully has returned
foremost examples of those men
will give land valued at $15,000 to the after an absence of three days.
The people will be disapopinted un- values in ten years 470.4 per cent and who, during the last
century, rose from
less they are given a chance to repeal third in the per cent of increase of extreme poverty to a commanding state for the Fair.
Representative M. C. de 3aca devalue in farm buildings 263.3 per cent,'
the language qualification.
place in business life. He was born in
said that there is a better clares that he did not "suggest" the
Rogers
The people will be disappointed un- standing at the top in the increase Plymouth, Mass., of Scotch
parentage, plan than that provided by the bill. figures that were presented in the
less there is passed a stringent cor- of value of farm implements 25S per in 1845. When he was five years old One of the best State Fairs
in the Senate as "adequate'' salaries for the
cent. This is a marvelous showing of
news was brought home that his united States, is that of Texas. county officials of Sandovak county.
the
rupt practices act.
The people will be disappointed un- growth of which every New Mexican father had been drowned at sea, and which is conducted
It is true that a salary schedule had
cor- AND
by a
.
less there is passed an election law might well be proud.
me little leuow a lite poration and nevnr rlvenr private
,.ont f- - been submitted to him by a Senator
in the relative standing of u;eie uegan ior
However,
that gives a secret ballot as nearly the state
un-and
but
he
' the
had suggested changes
that
deprivation which,
state, and yet, distributed $100,000
in actual farm results, New jof hardship
ider present laws and social conditions ' om
m . and that the schedule finally passed
t i.uu
resembling the Australian ballot as Mexico is near the
it BtwwiuiuBiB
,.x
no
which
lasi
year,
bottom,
"'"""s
ine
.
'"i
Ho
oo
New Mexico circumstances will
scarcely pvisto"'
"
""
' state merely permits it to use the was that "suggested" by the Sena
J'el"not bad, because it demonstrates the h.
,
,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Now Under the Same
mit.
tor.
eve
"
Managemen
ETeat. room thor ia fnr pvnnndnn
's uame ot tne state. "I believe
'
fn
The people will be disappointed
s
improvement, for increase for
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital
there is passed a law permit-- tunities. There are twelve states that
COMMITTEE WILL SUPPLY
WOrki"g the Fair' t0 haVe the latter in
City of New Mexico. Rooms
fromlawn
without
e
wages.
VACANT
PULPITS
ting municipalities to adopt a
OF
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
less rural population than New
hands.
CHURCH.
0therwise u wi ))e
bur.
At rare intervals he was set. free den
tical commission
form of govern-- 1 Mexico but there are 35 that have
upon the state and a failure as
ment(By Special Leased r.'ire to New Mexican) Large Sample ROOITIS.
more; there are twelve states that from the bench and permitted to at- - a Fair."
THOS. DORAN,
tend
school. Until he was fifteen years
i ne peopie wi i De disappointed un-- nave fewer farms but there are 35
,. , ..
D
uuuiBvme, n.y., .viay Zi. in an ei- nas
neen
icij.ieu mai iue iair
"u6
ex- fort to supply pastors to the 3,000 va
the shoe-sholess there is passed a revenue law that have more; there are eight states iOIQ ne worKea
under private management
since cant
that will mean equitable assessments, that have less area of improved land vrpi. ior a snori ume wnen ne was
pulpits of the Northern Presby
SI' anQ altnouSh it was of state-thre- e terian'
a
cotton
in
mill
employed
at
a just distribution of taxes and a!l'ut there are 39 that have more. The
thirtychurch, the assembly today
cents a day. By the time ho was wide bnefit. the burden has been created a new standing committee on
value of New Mexico's farm property
system by which every
I
car"ed
Bernalillo
by
county and the vacancies and supply which will have
e compelled to give some- - is given at $159,447,990, or more than twenty he had mastered the business
of
People
The Fair its headquarters in Chicago. The
AlDuquergue.
You have some one
hu;;. if
rds meeting the expense twice as much as the total taxable as- of shoemaking.
dependent on you, haven't you ? Protect
ue Siven mis year, next year and committee will serve as a
"It was in his home state, however
of all classes of property of
1
K'J ernment of which he en- - sessment
clearing
b7 'nsuring and making them your beneficiary.-otSJJ1
at
jthe
whether
state
thereafter,
aids
or
the state, and there are nine states that Douglas was destined to b;gin
house, endeavoring by a corresDondhe benefit and protection.
"
over- that old age is
7STqTOUWBI!,. lhswe
w'll be disappointed un- - which show less. New Mexico's rural the business that is now famous all not, Albuquerque has made a splen- ence which will not be confidential, to
did record in conducting these fairs bring the pastors to the churches with
is a modern code of school population is 280,730, its farms number over the world. In 1S76, with a capital
GENERAL AGENTS
SANTA FE, N. M.
HALL & HALL
the land in private ownership is of iS7o, and that borrowed, he set up a for thirty one years, without incur- out pastors.
(Including county high school 35,676,
debt.
any
idealring
Albuquerque is
text books and traveling school 11,270,021 acres, the cultivated area ia 'factory' thirty feet by sixty, and
acres, the value of the farmlEan to make shoes. From almost the ly located for such a Fair and the
libraries.
land alone $98,806,497, of the farm 'very first he advertised, using the State Fair is of immeasureable value
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chauffeur made the trip in record time. tion and the
of President velt made the first stop here today and
addressed a crowd massed about his
Miss Ora Wade, a teacher in the Gomez.
train. The cheering was so loud that
Cuban Government Handicaped.
public schools, left the city this afterhe was hardly able to make himself
While President Gomez declares he
noon for her home in Wilson, Kansa6.
heard.
forin
to
do
all
his
will
a
was
for
protect
power
Wade
not
Miss
candidate
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Roosevelt Man Run Down by Auto.
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doubt
to the teaching staff for eign property,
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CO.
of his ability to do
official
Francisco
San
St.
119
Red
dispatches
189.
Phone,
j
tomobile
behind
in
which
that
Colonel
this, owing to the scarcity of troops. Roosevelt was
riding here today ran
The government has said it expects
BARGAINS to crush the movement within ten davs down Major William H. Robbins, of
with the 2,000 troops it has in the field Hammonton, a brother of one of the
but the negroes are avoiding encoun Roosevelt candidates for delegates
from the
ters, their principal object apparently boarded thesecond district who had
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
Roosevelt train at that
oeing the destruction of property.
place. Three of Robbins ribs were
broken and he was taken to the hospiTESTIMONY IN VIGILANTE CASE.
tal. Colonel Roosevelt accompanying
him, and it was said he was probably
License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
(Continued From Pajje On.1
fatally injured. After he came out,
Next Door to Postoff ice
the
A.
urged the crowd to stand D
3eited he had had concerning the al back.Colonel
"This man," he said, "has bpen
w
He
stated
assassination
plot.
leged
Southeast of Plaza.
all evidence in the case had been sent badly injured by doing what you are
to the federal authorities in Los An- doing."
m
geles.
STOCK MARKET DEALINGS
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Know of Vigilante Organization.
WERE PUZZLING.
H.
KAUNE & GO. San Diego, Calif., May 24. That he
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
had knowledge of the existence of the
SEND THEM TO
citizens' committee, or
"vigi Favorites Rose and Fell Within NarLIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
row Limits Without Ap.
lantes" was admitted on the witness
stand today by F. C. Spalding, chair
parent Reason.
man of the San Diego chamber of
commerce, in the course of hearings (By Special lasefl Wire to New Mexican)
New York, X. Y., May 24. Prices
EAST LAS VEGAS, N.
on contempt charges against J. M.
USE
AND
Porter, alleged "vigillante" leoder. of important securities rose and fell
Spalding testified, however, that he within narrow limits during the first
did not know that Porter had been two hours of today's stock market.
doz.
75c
Many Fine Varieties 50c
active
among the alleged "vigilantes.'-- ' Aside from a brief spectacular rise
Occu
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
in American Tobacco, and strength in
Judges Ask Specific Charge.
Pansy Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysan- ARE OVER.
.
The court, composed of the three alMed shares and Other specialties,
themums, and other hardy perennials.
superior court judges of San Diego the net result of the early session
Flour quality varies acen
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of
real
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and
devoid
banc,
county sitting
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C.
to know just what attorney Fred H. meaning. A spurt in Pacific mail at
cording to wheat quality.
415 Palace Avenue
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Phone.
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more
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before
done
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control
of
of
flour
testimony
that
means
flour, poor
change
fered. Moore said he wanted to show property.
poor bread. The gluten
that Porter's alleged acts were delib
The market
Bonds were steady.
in hard wheat is the elenot accidental, and that they became
erate,
at midday and
stagnant
ment that makes the
were a "part of a system" which was
of the speculative favorites fell
bread raise. Hard wheat
calculated to impede Moore's efforts prices
out practically all the
back,
wiping
is rich in gluten that's
in behalf of his clients among the
early rise. The market closed steady.
7 Just Received, a New Line of
why it's hard. The more
Industrial Workers of the World.
standard
Another upturn in the
gluten the wheat conCalled Partner to Stand.
was met by fresh selling and
stocks
less
flour you
tains the
The court instructed him to show
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have to use that's why
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tem.
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cure because they do not reach the source of the trouble. At best they
can only allay pain or reduce inflammation; such treatment is working on
symptoms and not reaching the cause. Every nutritive corpuscle in the
blood is weakened or infected, they cannot nourish the fibrous tissue around
tne place, Dut instead they constantly discharge into the flesh around the
sore a quantity of impure, germ-lade- n
matter which gradually eats into the
surrounding healthy tissue and causes the uJcer to enlarge. Since impuie
blood is responsible for Sores and Ulcers, a medicine that can purify the
blood is the only hope of a cure. S. S. S. has long been recognized as the
greatest of all blood purifiers, possessing the qualities necessary to remove
every impurity from the blood. While curing the sore or ulcer S. S. S.
brings about a healthy condition of the flesh by supplying it with rich,
healthy blood, and thus makes the cure permanent and lasting. Book on
Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who write.
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Special Session.
Tells Consumptives Bow
Santa Fe. K. M., March 4, 1912.
The Board met as per call of the
Be Got Well
chairman, with all members present,
Tu!prrlnsis is ssiiu to lie curable ry
and Clerk M. A. Oritz was also in simply living iu the open uir uml tukins
hii nltuml'tiice of fresh eg.i and milk.
attendance.
Undoubtedly, some persons are beneiited
The minutes of the last meeting in this way: but
appiopriiite remedy
for Consumption is Kekinan's Alterative.
were read and approved.
Do all you possibly can ro add to strength
and luereuse weight, eat w holesoine,
On motion of Commissioner
and breathe the cleaned and
the report of the engineer ap- - purest food,
nil- then, to the sensible things ol
'
add the tonic an I .rrntive
rln'it
the
Board
living,
t0
the
y
supervise
polnt(6d
Kead
of Kekmina Alterative.
construction of the three (3) bridges e'Tee'.s
what it did in this ease:
MKI
West Street. Wilmington, Del.
which are being constructed by the
was
"GenilcMHii: In Junuary, HHJS.
Midland Bridge Company of Kansas tnken
with he:norrhaj;es of the Ittius. .
My physician, one of .'C leading
City, Mo., was received and approved.
said that it was lung trouble.
The clerk was instructed to send a took
ezs ami milk In ()uantlties. but I sot
verv weak, and I 'iept on working in the
copy of the report to said Midland
The doctors said I would not gain
Bridge Company, and to request said store.
In weight as long as
stayed in Ihe store,
company to comply with the recombut I kept on working and prayed eadi
I might get well.
believe, my
that
mendations of said engineer therein day
weie answered, tor Mr. (.'. A
l ne clerk was also in Uppiucott. my employer l.ippiii'-otcontained,
to ;i!4 Markei
structed to call the attention of said Co., Department Store. :!cfi had
learned of
street, Wilmington, Del.),
to
Alterative thai
the fact, that the flooring a remedy culled
company
his recand
had
upon
done
good,
great
of said bridges should be of three
ommendation I
taking it at once.
inch material according to the contract This was about began
June. lbtw. I continued
fnit Ilfullv. using no otner remedy, and
and not of two inch material as
tinaily noticed the clearing of the lungs,
ihown by the engineer's report.
which appeared to lie old chunks ot blo'x!
now have no trouble with
On motion of Commissioner Jiron, coming up.
I
lungs.
lirmly believe Kokmun's
the Board adjourned until the next my
Alterative saved lav life. ! sent my spit
tie later to the Slate Board of Health to
regular meeting.
ie examined for tuberculosis bacilli, and
JOSE ORTIZ Y PIXO.
were
lij-Aitest:
"My mother died from Consumption
Chairman
was about two years old.
vhen
M. A. ORTIZ, Clerk.
"I make Ihis statement so that others
nay learn of the .von lerful merits of
Special Session.
Alterative.
regard my recov
Santa Fe, N. M., April 24th, 1912. Cikmau's
;
as being uiiraoulous.
JAS. SQl'lKKS.
The Board of County Commissioners
lSiv;u.'d Aili'aviti
KcMiian's Alterative is eileetive in liron
met in special session with all mem.
hitis. Asthma, llav fever: Throat ami
bers present, and Clerk M. A. Ortiz l.ung Trimbles, ami in upbuilding the
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Quarter of a Century Ago.

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the State.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces, -

t

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel la.- - at Law.
Practice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the State Supreme Court.

1

P IB

Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
C. W. G. WARD,
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
(From Santa Fe Daily New Mexica n of Tuesday Evening, May 24, 1887.)
Letters from Mexico give a gloomy count on getting 600 lambs from every
State District Attorney.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. m., daily
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav. $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bag- account of conditions in the neighbor- - 500 head of ewes this year. One man
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.
gage carried free.
New Mexico.
ing republic which seems to be in a near Tajique has 1750 lambs from
Las Vegas, - - arC. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.;
state of anarchy with which President 1350 ewes.
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
Diaz is unable to cope. Property and
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Editorial.
opiates
.ystem. Does not contain poisons, booklet
in attendance.
lives of Americans are threatened on
(1) Daily.
ir
Attorney-at-Law- .
drugs. Ask for
has
been a mystery among
It
long
and write to Kekman
if cured case
Mr. I. Sparks asked the Board that
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
every side.
more
Santa
for
Fe, New Mexico.
the better halves of the Santa Fe at- he be released
I'a.,
'.ahoratory. Philadelphia.
from his bond as ComGeneral Passenger Agent.
e'or sole be Till
Perfecto Armijo and others of Albu- - torneys as to just how their
druggists am
(o)Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
Special
Agent, G. L. O.
Formerly
liege
missioner, the Board referred the mat- by Zook's Parmacy, Santa Fe.
nnprnilp llnva llimnpil rai'tin t'lnrlr. aMiloras put m tneir time wnen
a Specialty
Claims
and
Contests
Laud
re- they
l,os Griegos and Tomas Gutierres is niained in Alhunnprrmp ,vor Km.dav ter to the District Attorney with instructions to advise the Board as to POINTERS FOR MOTORIST.
in Santa Fe to look up the land office Tne Democrat
EASLEY & EASLEY,
j
.
explains it: "The well its duties in the matter at the next
MICHELIN REPAIR KIT.
records.
' known
. Chas. R. Easley,
j
F.
Chas.
religious fervor which animates meeting on the first Monday in June.
.
.
Easley,
A very compact but complete tire
'
hearts of good Democrats and
Attorneys-at-Law- ,
On motion of Commissioner Ortiz y and inner tube
kit has just
will give a musicale
and publjcana alike
Practice in the Courts and before
brought togetner be. Pino, Mr. Francisco Chavez was ap- been added to therepair
wide variety of acdramatic entertainment this evening. neath the
of
christian pointed Justice of the Peace for Pre- cessories
Land Department.
droppi
supplied by the Michelin Tire
Shakespeare s Othello is to be
Land grants and titles examined.
teachings last Sunday, four notable cinct No. 12.
r
Company, Milltown, New Jersey. The
'
of the
Estan-cia- ,
two great
representatives
A petition was filed, signed
by a substantial metal
containing box Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office,
titty thousand population is pre- - VMiet,, at St. John s Episcopal church.
N. M.
number
of
for
v..n
the
in.
6x3x3
measures
a
praying
, u f
taxpayers,
i
inches,
a.
only
.u
yet
Mic
voi
ivi
nut; wj iitai Republicanism was represented by consl ruction of a
bridge across the liberal supply of repair materials is inyear.
Col. Breeden, the blonde orator of
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Santa Fe River at Guadalupe street, cluded, such as
cans of MichVVatrous now has three physicians.
the southwest, and Hon. T. B. Catron, which
Attorneys-at-Lapetition will be taken up by the elin Mastic and Cement; an envelope
Tularosa wants a physicin
m edi- the eminent
attorney of Santa Fe Board at the meeting to be held on containing 6 assorted red Para inner
Practice in all the Courts and Be- tor, a blacksmith ...i.u a preacher.
while the simon pure article of DemoUSE THE
Commissioner Kin-se- tube patches; an inside envelope or fore the Interior Department.
May 11th, 1912.
Modesto Ba'v aiid a stone cutter
cratic truth was represented in the
- - New Mexico.
and Clerk Ortiz were authorized "blow out" patch, and a good sized
named Cfjnaugh were badly injured same
Taos, - sanctuary by Judge H. L. War- - and requested by the Board to con- - piece of emery cloth as well as a box
by a ;ilng crowbar at the new court-,l.jsanu i. l.. btone. ihe eminent suit with an engineer and to employ of Michelin Talc.
H. L. ORTIZ;
It is feared that Cavanaugh ieu
quartet by their attract ve appear-- ; him to draw plans for the said bridge,
will be crippled for life.
A feature of this new repair kit is
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
ance and devout mien, gave ample evi- - to ascertain the cost of
Santa Fe ought to organize a buildconstructing a very complete
illustrated
Practicing before all the Courts in
deuce of tne impression produced by said bridge and also to invite
for the booklet full of
Santa Fe the
the
State.
instructions
ing and loan association.
practical
of Bishop Dunlop,
plans and specifications to be used for for making all sorts of quick and percould this day rent five hundred and eloquent words
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico
it
is believed that if their praise-- : the purpose of
bids
from
the manent repairs to envelopes and inner
modern cottages.
inviting
was
worthy
followed
example
tho
LINE
SHORTEST
by
different contractors for the construe-lega- l tubes. This booklet
iX)
The Santa Fe will gridiron
New
also contains
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
fraternity generally, the world tion of said bridge,
Mexico the same as it has Kansas.
4
many practical hints for tire users and
Public Stenographer.
would be better for it; and it is eveu
On motion the Board adjourned
Hon. Frank Springer is in Santa Fe
suggestions that have developed durSanta Fe, New Mexico.
the possibilities that in the uni- - til May
2
m.
at
1912,
to consult with Solicitor Waldo
p.
11th,
ing Michelin's long experience.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
) today
versal dispensation of things, the in-- j
JOSE ORTIZ Y PIXO
over Santa Fe railway matters.
Michelin Mastic, one of the accessofluence of the "aforesaid"
Phone Red 1G2.
relieious
Artistries in this new repair kit, is a
Twenty-fivdeserted teachings might be such as to
cavalrymen
render
M.
A.
ORTIZ,
cement
for filling HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVErt-TISE- ?
from Fort Lewis yesterday. These lit safe for a rich man in rflo
plastic
!,,,.,.,
Clerk.
cuts in envelopes and repairing punctdesertions would not occur if the War; W property to his
legal heirs with
Session.
ures in inner tubes. It is not simply
Adjourned Regular
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
uie assurance that he wouldn't be
Tell your story to
'V
Santa Fe, N. M., May 11th, 1912. an adhesive but is a plastic com. ..
.
posts and make such nosts as that at i'"1"11" a
2,000,000
1
iaiot
at
Readers or
the next The Board of County Commissioners pound or filler which replaces torn
Santa Fe, brigade posts large enough term of theunveiling
Twelve Dollars.
court.'
probate
met
as
mem
with
all
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
per
a
adjournment
it
rubber, making
to accommodate three and more regiperfect repair as
We will place your
At a recent dinner given in honor! bers present, and Clerk M. A. Ortiz
advertisements. This will surely be done in
practically renews the injured parts. ment in 25
ot Mr. Theodore Roosevelt
and
C.
leading newspapers' SunC.
Sheriff
Closson were also Michelin pure gum cement Is also parat Delanother ten years.
Pionico's, Mr. Roosevelt said:
"The ' attendance.
ticularly adaptable and is an enduring day issue, for $12 per insertion. DePeople from abroad continue to lo- American is a free man, and
In the matter of the application of adhesive.
scriptive circular FREE.
The red Para patches supfree:
cate at Santa Fe.
men do not take tips." Bless
Sparks to be released from his bond plied with this new kit are of standard THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
your
The ladies of Santa Fe are prepar- soul, Mr.
Roosevelt, you do not know "s County Commissioner, the Board Michelin quality, beveled at the edges
AGENCY,
ing to help in the observance of Me- what you are
about.
In New received an opinion from the District to prevent curling when cementing.
Taos, New Mexico.
morial Day with their accustomed Mexico under talking
this great reform ad- - Attorney stating that he found no law
zeal.
ministration it is proven beyond all authorizing the County Commissioners LEETE AND1 COOKE
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Henry Wulff and family of Denver, possible doubts that America
ns nhwi to release any nerson of his official
ADDED TO ROLL OF BISHOPS.
Dentist.
and A. L. Richards and family of they become
Democrats, will take any- - noni without a full examination of
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ..
Minneapolis, May 24. Dr. F. D.
Kansas
have
City,
taken
their
up
NEW
MEXICO.
acts
that
off!
isn't chained to the rocks, a"
ROSWELL,
and transactions of such
thing
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
was
Leete, of Detroit,
Michigan,
residence at Santa Fe.
President Clevpinnd ceamc
rial during his innniTrlipnov nf nffioe elected a
bishop of the Methodist Phone Red fi.
'The West Point of the Southwest"
- E. A. Dow of Tajique called on the abandoned his civil
Renehan
and Wright
f
Attnrnpv Episcopal church on the twenty-thirOffice Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Ranked by United SUtes War DeArchbishop in reference to temper-- ) sham in favor of land rBfn,m ci,gn,
made annlicatinn tn tho Rnarrt nn ho.
And
ballot
551
votes,
by Appointment.
today,
receiving
ance
work by the Catholic
' fnr
partment at "Distinguished Instituchurch, the great detriment nf th
half of the "Mica Cnrnn.-ntint
519 being necessary to elect.
The
Mr. Dow reports that flockmasters states.
tion." Arm) officers detailed by Wai
a permit to use the public highways twenty-seconSTANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.'
ballot resulted in a
Department.
for the construction of a Telephone
R.
deadlock.
J.
New
Cooke,
York,
Physician and Surgeon.
Academic
course, preparThrough
said application
was duly book editor of the
line;
Office and Residence Washington.
MONUMENT DEDICATED
church, also was
ing young men for college or business
MURDERER SMILES AS HE
granted.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
MARKING HISTORIC SPOT.
life. Great amount of open air work,
The Board purchased from Mr. N. elected bishop today on the twenty-fourtSPRINGS OWN DEATH TRAP.
ballot. Dr. Cooke had 525 Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
Healthiest location of any Military
L. King three maps of the City of
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
votes, four more than necessary to 2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
School in the Union. Located in the
tate Prison for Santa Fe for the use of county offi- elect.
Lamed, Kans., May 24. Ceremonies Paid Penalty at
Phone Black 47.
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
cials
at
each.
$25.00
Killing William Lloyd at
dedicating a monument marking Pawof the West at an elevation of 37utl
There being no further business the
nee Rock, the old land mark for trav- Rawlins, Wyoming.
feet above sea level, sunshine every
Hoard adjourned subject to the call
eicis
the
Fe
along
Santa
were
trail
of the chairman.
Cay, but little rain or snow during ths
hem today representing the Daughters (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
season.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PIXO,
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
of the American Revolution, the State
Rawlins, Wyo., May 24 Spring- Attest:
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Chairman.
AVE
Federation
of
his
own
Womens Clubs, the W. ing
death trap, Joseph Seng
M. A. Ortiz, Clerk.
all graduates from standard eastern
C. T. U., and the Kansas Day Club of- paid the
an
220 Red
un
have
Phone,
for
the
penalty
of
murder
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
William Lloyd, at 2:45 this
ficiating.
WEST
SIDE PLAZA
iOFIFCE,
morning
ten
broken
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Session.
year
Regular
Scene of Indian Battles.
a the state Drison hpr
hi
In all respects.
X. M., May 11th. 1912.
Santa
. .....Ull,5 uu me uyen piain nine was not broken
leaderFe,
record
of
Phone, 237 Black
by the fall It was
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
The Probate Court met as per admiles out from Larned the Rock can nine minutes and forty-fivon quality
seconds journment with Hon. Canuto
ship
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
OFFICE
oe tieen for miles. Years
Alarid,
ago it was before life was pronounced
extinct Probate Judge, presiding, and Clerk
service.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
and
the regular night stop for trail trains,
Seng met his death bravely wa king M. A. Ortiz was also in
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Aboiu its base, several bloody battles rn
attendance.
Sold by all dealers
I'
,h
...w
n
ana
m;au erect
Mr, Rafael Romero, Guardian of Ben
who consider
and W. A. FINLEY.
nuvu
L. F. MURRAY,
Detween wairnn there was a
iougnt
quality
slight smile on his lips Baca and Sallie Romero, made apFor particulars and Illustrated
trains and the Indians. Five acres of no
and Surgeon.
Physician
land surrounding the Rock will be o me uiam cap was arawn over his plication to the court to have his
address:
Catron block, next door to Wells
head. He then stepped lightly upon final
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON.
maintained by the state as a park.
report approved and to be disFargo. Phone 233.
the trap, releasing a plug from a charged as Guardian; the
petition was
Superintendent
bucket
filled with water which, emp- granted.
SIX PITTSBURG INFANTS
A petition was filed by Mr. Peter
DIED OF HEAT. tying released the weight that threw
Berardinelli praying to be appointed
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the trap.
administrator of the Estate of his
Pittsburg, Pa., May 24. Six deaths
Mrs. Julia Berardinelli, de
of infants from the heat were reportmother,
ed to the coroner in the twenty-fou- r
ceased; tne court granted the petition and fixed his bond at $500.00,
hours ending at noon today.
which was duly approved on applica
Palace.
HOME ENDORSEMENT.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Douglas, Denver. tion of Attorney E. P. Davies.
In the matter of the
application
Gertrude Frankenburger, Espauola.
made to the Court by Fred Muller
Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens Cm
F. R. Frankenburger, Espanola.
Tell You All About It
Mrs. A. S. Goodell and Mary Jane praying that the Last Will of Edward
Miller be probated and Fred Muller
Home endorsement, the public ex- Goodell, Silver City.
M.,
and Wilhelmina Miller be appointed
pression of Santa Fe people, should
H. B. Hening, Albuquerque.
-administrators of said estate, without
be evidence beyond dispute for every
TO
E. H. Agee, New York City.
bond, as requested by the Will; the
Santa Fe reader. Surely the experiL. Clifford, Albuquerque.
Court ordered that the heirs and also
ence of friends and neighbors, cheer- Louis,
E. J. Elliott, St. Joseph.
the public be given notice that the
fully given by them will carry more
C. J. Danvever, Denver.
ji
Sth day of June, 1912,
has been
weight than the utterances of stran
G. K. Patterson, Philadelphia.
fixed for the approval of said Will.
gers residing in faraway places. Read
F. B. Woodson, New York City.
New Vork,
Colo.
Denver,
In the matter of the Estate of Jose
the following:
Segura, deceased, the Administratrix
J. i. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
k
Montezuma.
Do you Know that it is
appeared by Counsel E. P. Davies and
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I have used Doaa s
E. N. Rich, City.
Reduced Rates to Many Other Eastern Points.
C.
C. Catron for Dr. Diaz,
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
S. S. Smith, Chicago.
making a
possible to imitate in pattern
claim against said estate; the Court
and they have done me a world of
C. A. Dilly, Des Moines.
Dates of Sale Commencing June 1st and on 5a le Daily until
fabric
so that only an expert is
and
appearance a high grade
ordered the parties to appear at the
A dull pain in the small of
good.
J. W. Campbell, City.
September 30th, 1912. Return limit, October 3 1. Except
next
term
of
was
regular
Court, as it
my back, sometimes extending into
A. O. Boeres, Phoenix.
aware of the difference?
to points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
my bladder caused me a great deal
B. Holdsworth and Mrs. Holdsworth, necessary to consult the District Atand usually lasts but
The imitation, however, is short-live- d
is 30 days irom date of sale.
ot trouble particularly when I tool: Tucson.
torney before rendering decision in
the
matter.
For further particulars, time tables and literature call on or address
arid service
vanishes
I was bothered mostly in the
cold.
sale.
male
A. B. Hoover, Kansas City, Mo.
the
Style soon
long enough to
There being no further business the
winter, and in addition to the pain
C. J. Bonnet, Chicago.
any Santa Fe Agent.
Therefore, it's judicious to
is a minus quantity.
Court adjourned until the Sth day of
ay safe
In my back, there were symptoms of
A. L. Bluinberg, Milwaukee.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
June, 1912.
SANTA FE, N. M.
inflammation of the bladder. The kidGothes and Inow that you receive style
T. F. Keaveny, Las Vegas.
Buy Goldman-BeckmCANUTO ALARID,
ney secretions were highly colore-F. B. Heypr, Albuquerque.
and sterling worth.
Attest:
and when passed were attended witl
Probate Judge!
A. E. Walker, Albuquerque.
M. A. ORTIZ, Probate Clerk.
a scalding pain. I never used another
You then eliminate the hazardous element of your clothes
J.
P.
New
York
Hutchins,
City.
You cannot get up to date printing
You will never go wrong in letting
C. A. Porterfield, Clovis.
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
New
come
to
unless
the
Job
have
material
you
your
printing
purchase ahd are assured of full value for every dollar of its
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
R. E. Hopson, Forest Service.
Mexican l rinting Company. Its fa- and facilities. The New Mexican be Just the medicine
case
my
price.
cilities are unequaled in the State. Printing Company has both, and at and the complete cure they required
Coronado.
brought
DISCHARGES
We are now showing some novelty weaves.
the same time expert mechanics. has led me to recommend them
on
Silviano Roibal, Chamita.
BELIEVED IN
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New Your orders are always assured per more than one occasion."
Jj. F. Jackson, Bisbee, Ariz.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 R. Chamnere, Denver.
HOURS
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of sonal attention.
cents.
Manuel Ortiz, Nambe.
the time and works for the upbuild-i'iCo., Buffalo,
Each Cap- Subscribe for the Santa Fe New New York, sole agents for the United
'
of our new State.
sule bear.fMIDY)
Llbrado Martinez, Los Lunas.
11
the name49 V-- x
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts
States.
W. A. Clark, Butte.
New Mexican want ads. always of the time and works for the
Beware
upRemember the name Doan's and
qfcountetfeiii
John Oleson, Butte.
bring results.
ALL DRUOOlNTg
building cf our new State.
take no other.
H. H. Gundstan, Butte.
1
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Hotel Arrivals.

TOURIST
RATES
EAST

I3X

SANTA FE, N.

'Chicago,

$50.35

$76.35

St.

$44.35

$21.10

St. Paul,
$50.25

Springs,

$18.15

Buffalo,

$69.35

A Little
Inside

Clothes

Information.

Pueblo,

$16.85

an

URINARY
24

Foster-Milbtir-

n

.1. H

fiFMS

. Cash

Store

Plays - Players
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
STANDING COMMITTEES.

Fraternal Societies

Were Appointed and Announced This
Morning By President A. B.
Renehan.

MASON1-

FJSE

OUTLASTS
ALL
(the sisterly part well. She was
,7
The Kingdom of Heart's Content.
OTHERS
Fe hasn-- t enjoyed an amateur j feeted as the child she impersonated
performance quite as much for many and succeeded in giving; her lines the
months as the "Kingdom of Heart's .imprint of her own personality.
Content'', and there was a large and) Dorothy Safford as Amy Dean was
discriminating number of the citizens first and last the foot ball enthusiast
of the city present to witness the play. and all the time a good actress.
Pauline Thayer, known as "Punch",
Unlike many like attractions, the per
formance went off without a hitch and and played by Hazel Sanford, may yet
be snatched from her admiring friends
with, a truly professional turn.
Peerless
first,
The story of the "Kingdom of by an envious theatrical manager, if
lasts longest.
And that's just what you're
Heart's Content" is taken from the she doesn't stick to a more amateurvirgin field of the college and is unique ish interpretation of her lines.
entitled to when you buy roofing years of wear.
in its presentation of the communal
Charlotte Wientge as Frances PalAre you getting it note?
If you'll investigate
life of the university. The scene is mer, the literary aspirant, was always
laid in Colorado and the setting of the looking for romance
and judging
first act discloses the mountain cot- from the amount of love making goin
tage of the Lansings. The other two on about her she had plenty of maacts transpire in the city home of the terial. Miss Wientge spoke her lines
same people. The first scene intro- convincingly.
duces the guests of the Lansings and
you'll readily realize that it offers most for the
Eloise Elmer had the true artistic
money, not only because it outwears other kinds, but outwears
scquaints the audience with their va- temperament of Miss A. Dorman by
them without a penny's repair expense! That means that the
rious college activities. Dixie Davis, whom she was so well Impersonated.
a southern girl, entertains what she Miss Dorman had a difficult part, but
few dollars it costs to cover your building with Peerless Prepared
believed to be a burglar, but who later: she carried it well.
Roofing are soon riturned to you in the shape of the actual
turns out to be a relative of the Lan- if there are many aunts like Miss
cash saving it effects every year.
sings. Dixie's mistake leads to a love ciaribel Fischer it would .account for
Fire and hail and wind and emergency conditions affect
Mrs.
affair that ends in the final act as all their growing popularity.
As
Peerless Prepared Rooting no more than ordinary weather. It's
love affairs should.
Gretchen
to
aunt
Madge,
Wilberton,
safest, it's most economical in the first place and the "long run."
The villain, for there must be a
and Tom, Miss Fischer assumed the
Let us tell you the whole story. Drop in and talk it over.
dramin all regularly constituted
requisite and seemly amount of dignity
as, is introduced as Sidney Hilton, necessary to her part.
the student card sharp who leads Billy
Dorothy Hayward was only Gret
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Merrill, the brother, of Millicent, in chen the maid who "lofes de putcher
search of her prince, astray. Hilton boy'' but she was adorable in her
overhears Billy telling Tom, the sweet- keen appreciation of her important
heart of Millicent, about a trick foot- part.
ball play that was to win the day for
As a senior in law, Eugene Harvey,
the home team.
Billy carelessly assumed the dignity expected in so exleaves the copy of the play on the ta- - alted a character and the loyalty to to have a
Mr. Have-mey- EXCLUSION BILL CONDEMNED
sugar factory.
ble and when no one is about, Hilton nis friends came as second nature. His
BY COAST CHINESE.
in the enterprise. Make
will
join
it
takes down the details and sends
efforts before a future bar may often this a 1,200 ton instead of BOO ton
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Special
(By
plant.
to the coach of the opposing team.1 times be less appreciated than his
You can have all the stock you want
Ixis Angeles, Calif., May 24. ChinLawrence, the coach of the gentation of the character of Tom and Mr.
Havemeyer will take the bal ese of southern California, through
home team, leams of the matter and Lansjnfr
ance. You can also have a majority their chamber of commerce in thib
the finger of suspicion points to Billy.
Morton Seligman, as Billy Merrill, of the board of directors.' "
city, issued an appeal to the people
In order to save the younger boy, Tom lhe iittie Freshman and sister of
did you say?" asked Assist of the coast today, asking them to join
"What
confesses to, the theft and is cent displayed all the weaknesses
in a protest against the Dillingham exant District Attorney Knapp.
by the students.
essary to a proper exposition of his
clusion bill, which has already passed
Took Their Breath.
Gretchen is the fourteen year old ciassmen in general. Mr. Seligman
were rather surprised at the the United States Senate and is pend"We
audi-ioHilshe
finds
and
Tom
that
of
the
and
sister
played his part with ease
of the proposition
and ing in the House. The bill, it is statblotted the stolen copy and thus nce did not fail to accord him the suddenness
a
to consider it. Mr. Kilby ed, would constitute, if enacted,
time
asked
left a record of his perfidy on the recognition he deserved,
to the commercial relations
menace
we
had
to
and
after
this,
placed
agreed
library table. She read the duplicate
Elmer Friday (Ralph Lawrence the
offer before the stockholders we between this country and the new re
with a hand mirror and identified the fnot ball coach) played a man's part the
it."
public of China.
accepted
is
Tom
the
Hilton.
accused
She
was
alwayswriting.
in a man-- way. He
more
once
exonerated and Millicent
coa(.h 0f the team which is the highest
turns a smiling countenance on Tom compliment that could be accorded to
of the character.
just as the news of the football victory nis
ic received.
"All's Well That Endsj Wallace Fisk need not be surprised
'
Well."
if his friends hold their pocketbooks
Miss May Bergere was a charming when he appears in their midst in the
and lovable Millicent who spoke her ,,tUre for in his role of Sidney Hilton,
lines in sympathy with the character tm eard sharp, he displayed a villain-shimpersonated. Miss Bergere would ous character that was truly shocking.
undoubtedly make a success on the
M'les Alden, the Boston law student
professional stage.
(Henry Kaune) mistaken for the burgsouthern girl. lar, preserved his character so well
The superstitious
Dixie Davis, was interpreted with tell- that it was hard to believe that he
ing effect by Miss Isabel Walker. If !iad not quitted Washington street ov
the graceful figure of Miss Walker er a week or two aeo. It's back to
inn
t'
ifT'nw
f
vere not so familiar to Santa Feans it the commons for Mr. Kaune.
would have been hard to believe that
Where did Frank Cunningham ge'
she had not just arrived from Dixie the beard was a question frequently
land.
heard hv the nuzzled playgoers. Any- with
in
the
love
wav as the burglar he showed all the
Shirley Hathway,
foot ball coach, was presented in a traits to be expected of a knight of
L Siti KtU
most natural and appreciative manner the jimmy. Be careful with that gun
Frank ! by Miss Lola Michelson.
Madge Lansing (Edna Lutz) was a: The scenery was in keeping with the
perfect hostess who knew her part and requirements of the location, the
scenes and the costuming being of the
presented it accurately.
type in keeping with th
Miss Hazel Sparks as Gretchen Lan-- "rah-rah- "
sine the sweet fourteen year old sister spirit of the play. The music was fur- of Tom, who never grew up, acted nished by Morrison's orchestra.
unaf-Sant-
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First, because it lasts
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First choice of those who know

because

Prepared Roofing

ft

vil-lia- n

A. WINDSOR,

h

I

g

n

e

13.

7.30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.

new-Sant-

CHAS.

E. LJNNEK.

H.

Santa Fe Commanded
No. 1, K. T. Regula
conclave fourth Moc
day in each mouth a
Masonic. Hal) at 7:8
p. m.

W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
Kecorder.

W. B. GRIFFIN,

Santa Fe lx)dge
Perfection No. 1,
Ancient

Masonry mee
oi
the third Monday of each montl
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening l
Masonic Hall, south
side ot Plaza
Visiting Peotlsh Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
S. G. CJkRTWRJGHT. 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY I. STEPHENS, 32

a p. o. E.
Santa Fe Lodge

N
460, E. P. O. E. bold.
Its regular sessiou oj

the second anil fnnrt:

4 gm

of e&c
Wednesday
month. Visiting broil
era are inviteo an
welcome.
FRANK T. RLANDY,
Exalted Ruler.
P. M. A. LIENAU,
Secretary.

1

Dor-an-

Santa Fe Cami
13514, M. W. A.
ultfetg secoi.d Tu

C'oomer.
De Vargas Pageant: A. J. Fischer,
chairman: George W. Armijo, E. I..
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railroad fare for the round trip the
new county boosters began to turn

Suit for Damages.
A damage suit is about to be
rioa nnav cnnntv. hv Paul
Jones of that village, who alleged
serious damage done to him In a fight
a new county which was to be
out of a part of Quay and
Union county and a little strip of Mora
county. Mr. Jones is asking for $10,000 in his suit. He was sent to Santa
Fe in the first of April to lobby for the!
new county with the understanding'
that his expenses were to be paid
of the businessmen of Nara Visa
for which he was to draw checks on
one of the banks of that place. After
he had drawn about $50 which was
little more than enough to pay his

down his checks and he not having
any money could not take them up so
consequently some of them were turn-fo- r
ed over to Captain of the Mounted
lice Fred Fornoff and he started out
to look Jones up. The captain found
out the circumstances and decided
that he had no case. Mr. Jones had
to borrow money to go home and was
obliged to leave a number of his un- paid checks behind to be taken up as
he got the money. He claims to have
sufficient evidence for a good suit.
This gives Nara Visa a very bad aspect in the eyes of the public.
A CONTRIBUTOR.

n

j

e

Collins Sugar Company, testified that
HOW HAVEMEYER SECURED
CoCONTROL OF FACTORIES, several wealthy citizens of Fort
beet
llins organized an independent
a
Former Colorado Beet Sugar Man Telia sugar company in 1902, purchased
site and prepared to build a six hun- of Magnate's Unfailing
dred ton plant. Before the plans for
Methods.
the factory were drawn, he said, Dr.
Bv Sneclnl Leased Wire to New Mexican) Samuel C. Hooker, Havemeyer's Coloa
site
adjoining
rado
purchased
link
in
24.
agent,
Another
New York, May
the chain of independent beet sugar theirs. The independents tried to
in Colorado which eventually terest other capital in their enterprise,
ramo under the domination of Henrv failed to do so. and went to iieveianu
B.ihioet nt in. employing F. C. Kilby to erect their
quiry today In the porceedings Insti- proposed plant.
tuted by the government to dissolve
Havemeyer Was Invincible.
the
"Immediately after we had signed
sugar trust.
the contract," Mr. Hottel said, "Mr.
Havemeyer's Arduous Methods.
Benjamin F. Hoteel, of Ft. Collins, Kilby swung around in his chair and
Colo., one time director of the Fort said: 'Now, gentlemen, you are going
i
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WOMAN'S TRIALS.

The burdens a woman has to carry through life are many but they can be
A soothing and
lightened if she will turn to Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
strengthening nervine subduing nervous excitability, prostration, hysteria,
and the many symptoms which may be caused by distressing ills peculiar
" paias or distress and lor the derangeto women. For those " dragging-dow- n
ments and irregularities the " Favorite Prescription " has had many thousands ol
testimonials from people living in every part of America. Another important
efficient medicinal roots,
thing to every woman is that this medicine is made from
Full list of ingrediwithout the use of alcohol, narcotics, or any injurious agents.
is President
and sworn to by Dr. R. V. Pierce-w- ho
ents given on
( h. Invalids' Hntel and Surgical Institute, at Buffalo,
N. Y. Every woman is invited to write to this institute ana
receive confidential and sound mcdica advice, entirely
without coot from one who makes the diseases of women
his specialty.
vonr remedies, especially
"I can cheorfuuv recommend
for nUfemale disorders," writes
your ' Favorite Prescription,'
Mrs. M. M. Morkkix, of UlufT City, Tenm, Route 2. "During
tho past seven years 1 suffered from pains in the back and
ovaries. Tried many remedies but found on7 transients
relief until I was persuaded by a friend to try Dr. Pierce
Favorite Prescription. After giving this remedy a fair trial.
I found that it would do Just what It la recommended to
do. I used In all seven bottles. I cannot speak too higUm
ot Dr. Pierce's remedies for all female derangements."
es

bottle-wrapp-

imUoaaZLk

er

Dr. PI tree m Pleatat Pellets rtiulmf Urtr Hit.
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ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
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R.

J. I'alen.

house,

D. S. Lowitzki.

cook or girl for genand cooking. Apply

FOR RENT
bath. .102 Galisteo St.

N

R. A. M.
Regulai
convocation s e c o n
Monday of each iuoe'.
at Masonic Hall a
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEEL-ON-

Mix

1

Mrs.

1.

,

WANTED

room

fi

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

SI

FOR RENT
3 or
with furniture or not.

eral housework

day each month, c
cfal meeting tLirf
Hewett, H. F. McBride, F. E. Meia.
at Fire
Tuesday
man's Hall. Visk
RACE HATRED PECULIARLY
Irig neighbors welcome.
AN AMERICAN
FAULT.
A. G. WHITTIEE, Ctosul
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
Minister Tells Baptist Convention Re
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
ligion Is Not All Psalm
Reading.
Lodge No. 259. Holds its
regular meeting on the firr.t
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican l
Thursday of each month at
Des Moines, la., May 24. "There
Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.m.
is as much religion tn not calling a Visiting brothers are invited and wel
Hebrew a "sheeny"
an Italian a come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
"dago" and a negro a "dinge" as there
DAVID GONZALES,
is in chanting psalm 119," declare the
Rev. Marinus James of Brookline,
Secretary.
in addressing
the
Massachusetts,
F. W. FARMER
Northern Baptist convention which is
in progress here today.
Homesterd No
"Americans
2879.
are to hasty in their judgment of the
Brotherhood
of
immigration question and their feelAmerican Yeon"
ing of hatred toward the foreigner is
Meets First Fri
too strong.
day of the month
The American Baptist Home Misat the Fireman'
sion Society opened today's session
Hall. H. Foremai
of the convention.
A. E. P. Robinson
Cor. jec. Fred
A
Alarld.
Baylor University,
Waco, Texas,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Office of President.
ODD FELLOWS,
1912.
May 13,
Santa Fe Lodge
President E. D. McQueen Gray,
meets regularly
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
Dear Sir Some time ago you
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothwere kind enough to send me
ers always welcome.
a bulletin of the University of
New Mexico, wherein you dis- Santa Fe Camp No.
cussed the Spanish language as
6673, R. N- A. meet!
a national resource.
first Tuesday of eacu
To my mind you have ap-fcJr month; social meeting
proached the subject in an orig- &
third Tuesday at. Fire
inal manner, unique in its char- v imliuk
n an a riiin.
acter and quite suggestive of a
wonderful outcome. I had in no
neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,
respect thought, along the lines
Oracle
you have, as to the erection of
a great institution for the pro- MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
motion of this language as a
means of international com- NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
munication, but confess at first
OF ACCOUNTS OF ADMINISglance to approve your sugges- TRATRIX.
tions and to believe that you
In the probate court, for the county
are or the track that will lead
of Santa Fe.
to a great public service. I,
In the matter of the Estate of James
myself, am a warm advocate of
Wallace Raynolds, Deceased.
X international peace, and of ev- To All Whom it May Concern:
means
that
proery rightful
Notice is hereby given that the final
motes it.
account of Brownie B. Raynolds, as
X
Your suggestions, if carried
administratrix of the estate of James
out would, in the development
Wallace Raynolds, deceased, was duly
of diplomats and statesmen for
filed in the olflce of the Probate Clerl
the western hemisphere, have
of Santa Fe County, upon the 26th day
X much to do with the produc- of February, 1912: that by an order of
tion of peace in the world.
the Honorable Canuto Alarid, Pro
Yours very truly,
bate Judge, duly entered upon tne (tn
S
(Signed) S. P. BROOKS,
day of May, 1912, the 1st day of July.
Hon. George W. Armijo as De Vargas in the De Vargas Pageant Which Will
President.
1912, was appointed as the date for
Be Repeated on July 5, 1912, With Greater Splendor Than Last Year.
hearing of objections to such final ac
count and for final settlement thereof.
Deafness Cannot be Cured
the planting had yet been done. July
Witness my hand and the seal of the
WHEAT SPECULATORS
by local applications, as they cannot Probate Court this 6th day of May.
down at 76
to
TOOK CHANCES TODAY. opened
ill
to 76 c and climbed later to reach the diseased portion of the ear. 1912.
There is only one way to cure deaf- (Seal)
M. A. ORTIZ,
76
Weather Map Showed That No Rain
Clerk.
for ness, and that is by constitutional reThe close was steady at 76
Had Fallen Where it Was
medies. Deafness Is caused by an InJuly, the same as last night.
Most Needed.
flamed condition of the mucous linYou cannot get up to date printing
Oats.
of the Eustachian Tube. When
ing
material
unless you have
oats
the
in
of
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
offerings
Lightness
this tube is Inflamed you have a rumb- and faculties. The New Mexican
Wheat
24.
111.,
spec
firm.
made
market
crowd
the
May
July ling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
Chicago,
Printing Company has both, and ai
lower at 50 when it Is
ulators appeared in a mood today to gtarted unchanged to
entirely closed, Deafness the same time expert mechanics. Your
and ascended to 50
take chances on Bome accidents hap to 50
Is the result, and unless the inflama-t'oorders are always assured personal atpening to crops, especially southwest.
Provisions.
can be taken out and this tube tention.
The weather map showed that practicProvision dealers kept their eyes on restored to its norma condition, hearally no rain had fallen in the districts the action of corn and largely Ignored ing will be destroyed forever; nine
drew
fact
and
this
most
Let Him Know It If you are out of
needed,
where
a decline at the yards. Initial sales cases out of ten are caused by Caattention anew to the undoubted short- a
position, you must let the employer
adtarrh, wnich is nothing but an In..-- b.
w
Be in im: blos
vnneo with SSontombprdellworv 18 35 tn flamed condition of the mucous sur- know It. A want advertisement in the
off to a
ness and professional man In the city
opening varied from
18.40-fofor lard, and faces.
pork; 10.72
shade advance. July started at 110 10.27
and a great many in the
for
ribs.
We will give One Hundred Dollars and county
lowto 1101-4- , ranging from
If you have any special talstate.
for any case of Deafness (caused by
er to a sixteenth up and then rose to
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
I
Fair Weather to Continue Tonight catarrh) that cannot be cured by
111
cirCure.
Send
for
The close was nervous with July and Saturday are to be as fair as to Hall's Catarrh
The New Mexican t rtntlng Comnet lower at 110.
day and that is going some. Yester- culars, free.
'
Ohio.
is always prepared to turn out
&
72
F.
J.
was
CO.,
maximum
CHENEY,
pany
Toledo,
Corn.
the
temperature
day,
Sold by all druggists. 75c.
your brief and transcript work quickCorn rallied quickly with wheat. Be- - degrees, teh minimum last night was
Take Hall's
ly, and at the right price. Give us
pills lor
sides there were reports that in many 47 degrees. The relative humidity
a trial.
districts of Illinois and Iowa not half, last evening was down to 13 per cent
'

j

Lodsi
Montezuma
No. 1, A F. & A. M
Regular common
cation first Monda
of each month a
Masonic - Hall

Renehan. president of the
Chamber of Commerce this morning
announced the standing committees
for the ensuing year. Secretary J. S.
Harris reports that 5,000 of the
Fe folders have arrived and
will be sent out together with other
leaflets and folders to attract summer travel to Santa IV. Several new
have been
committees
appointed
among which is the one on membership. An effort to increase the membership to 200 this year will be made.
The commitiees just appointed are:
Streets, roads, bridges: Frank Ow,
en, chairman; CeLso Lopez, Paul
K. C. Abbott, S. G. Cartwright.
Transportation: H. B. Cartwright.
chairman: I. Sparks, .1. B. Wood, Henry Dendahl, Marcelino Garcia.
A. B. Renehan chair
Membership:
man, F. Andrews, R. L. Baca, E. R.
Paul, Francisco Delgado.
Publicity: John S. Harris, chair- man: Paul A. F. Walter, A. T. Loom is.
Rupert F. Asplund, Carl Bishop.
Manufactures and Industries: A. L.
F. F. Gormley, S.
Hughes, chairman
G. Cartwright, .1. B. Hayward. J.
K.
Stauffer.
Bureau of Information: J. W. Nor
ment, chairman; Nathan Salmon, Dr.
Edgar L. Hewett, B. M. Cutting, L.
Bradford Prince.
City Planning: H. H. Dorman, chairman: J. K. Clark, A. B. Renehan.
Jose D. Sena, Paul A. F. Walter, J. A. Massie, M. D.
Audit: E. R. Paul, chairman; H. S.
Lutz.
legislation: .1. R. McFie, chairman:
M. A. Otero, F. A. Wilson, R. L. Baca,
A. B. Renehan,
Entertainment: J. A. Rolls, M. IX.
chairman; Henry Krick, W. N. Town-send, F. E. Nuding, F. C. Wilson.
National Chamber of Commerce: E.
C Abbott, Chairman; John Pllueger, A.
Staab, I. Sparks, H. C. Yontz, R. II.
Hanna.
Promotion of Tourist Travel: Paul
,
A. F. Walter, chairman; Thomas
J. B. Reynolds, J. G. Schumann, 11.
C. Yontz, .1. A. Rolls, M.
D
H. A.
A.

-.

house
with
Apply St. Vin-

cent's Sanitarium.

AGENTS WANTED for the best sellArizona
Sales
Agency, Phoenix, Arizona.

er on the market.

SOUTHWESTERN
Realty & Employment Agency, P. O. Box 73. 210
N. Mex.
W. Silver,
Albuquerque.
Wanted 50 Mexican tedmsters and laborers at once.
Elegantly FurnTsnecJ Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building
Apply to F. M. Jones.

-

Oliver

Visible

-

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. R1CKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ano repaired. Ne,
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies. Typewriters sold, excb.au eed
an'' rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex

change

Phone

2.11.

WANTED.
The Business College of Santa Fe,
west side of Plaza requires the following. Apply, don't write, unless at
a distance.
Fo:ir hours janitor work daily exchange education.
Good furaiture, bed. washstand, bureau, bath tub. ice he3t, book shelves,
chairs, stoves, etc. exchange education.
etc. ExLumber for partitions,
change education.
etc. exSign writing, painting,
change education.
Plumber's work exchange education.
Carpenter's work exchange education.
Automobile and chauffer exchange
education, three hours daily or will
buy on cash teaching terms.
Typewriting machines, any make-l- ots
lying id'e; owners cannot use
them properly. In exchange.
Teachers and graduates to train for
demon
our teachers and travelling
strates in grades and high schools.
Positions vary from $100 a month.
but
Stenographers any system,
to prepare
with touch typewriting,
for better positions guarantee good
and
pay, but must be good spellers
have punctuation and common sense.
Teaching services, day or evening
in exchange.
8th
and
scholars 7th
Grade
grades wanted these holidays to learn
shorthand, that when they return to
school in 'fall, they can take "Teachers talk" and enable them to become
ten times more clever and make
their examinations much easier. Ask
Professor J. A. Wood on this question.
Apply Business College, west side
Walter Norton, F. R. G. S.,
of Plaza.

President.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local

railroads:

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. 'i
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
HI
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. lo
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbounl and No. 4
eastbound.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:30
p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. fo connect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30
p. m.
cut-of- f
Passengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points shouli now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of ? 20 as
Connection leaves Albu
heretofore.
querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2: 2d

a. m.
D. & R. G. Ry.

Leaves 10:05 a.

nr. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from norrh.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.

f

M.K OF TIMHKR'
MEXICO APKIL80.

NEW
ALHUQUKKQE.
leti
bills marked

Timber Sale Application. Pecos."
outsid.
April 21. IMii. nd iMldrcwd to ihe District For
ester. Forest Service. Alliunnerqiip. Nw Mexico, will tie received up to und including the
3rd (lav of June. 11)12, tor ull I lie merchantable
dead timber standind or down, and all the live
timber marked for cutting by a Forest oflleer,
located on an urea to be definitely designated
Inby h Forest oflleer before euttlnir bet-inSeccluding about 1P0O acres in approximately
tions 22. 2:1, 26, 2fl, 27, IN and SS surveyed T UN.
H 10 K. N. M. P. M. (in Anna Sarca watershed)
within the Pecos National Forest, estimated to

be I.7TO.O00 ft. B. M. of western yellow pine.
Douglas Mr. white fir Biid white ' 1 le sawtinri-ber- .
io? scale. more or less No bid of less than
fH.OO i er M ft. B. M. will be considered,
and a
deposit of 1100 payable to the order nt ihe First
Nut'ona1 Bankof Albuqueroue.must be sent to
that hank for each bid submitted to the District
Forester. Timber upon valid claims is xempt
from sale. The riirht to reject any and all bids
Is reserved.
For further Information and regulations irovemlnK sales, address Forest Super.
vsor. Pecos National Forest., Cowles, N M'
ALLEN S. PECK, Acting Dlst ict Foresl.tr
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WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., May 24. New
Mexico tonight and Saturday

,

WAS

A GREAT

uur

meat

arrange

ACHIEVEMENT
WE

But You Will Benefit

More,1

j

I

fair; moderate temperature.

North Pole
1

UP.)

Personally,

By Discovering the Place to Buy Best Groceries.

To

Pearl Handled Pocket Knives make
nice graduation presents at CORBELS.
Your child can buy as cheaply as
you can at the Ten Cent Slore, 219
W. San Francisco St.
All Boxes of tne Santa Fe Electric
Laundry brought Into the office will
market, because so many be redeemed at 10c doz.
for their meets here!
Two Big Comic Pictures at the Elks'
tonight. See them.
WANTED Experienced seamstress
or apprentice. Call at Salmon's store.
WILL BE PLEASED
Junior Auxiliary The Junior Auxiliary will meet at 2:30 o'clock on SatArrange With You
urday afternoon with Dorothy

Sparks can prove it. See him.
A CRASH
Tailored garments, $25
to $45. Values for $19.75 to $14.50
each, uall at the W. H. Goebel Co.
for particulars. Ten days only.
Cease Your Search for delightful
candies. Go straight to Zook's and
you'll be glad. Fresh today.
Las Vegas Versus Santa Fe The
Las Vegas baseball team will play
the local nine Sunday afternoon on
i'he
St. Michae"'s Athletic grounds,
Meadow City has a strong aggregation this season and a big battle is
expected.
Elected Director of Socorro Mines
Representative T. F. Cooney of Socorro county, was last evening informed
that he has been elected a director of
the Socorro Mines Company, one of
the big producers in the Mogollon dis- trict in Socorro county.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms Tor Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and bav-ing all modern conveniences, Inclmi
ug electric light, steam heat and
Bank
baths, in the First National
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Tonight's Program at the Elks':
Nemesis; A Midget Sherlock Holmes;
Is He Eligible. Don't miss this change,

Hay-war-

For The Best Cuts of Meat

-

This Is

Strawberries,

Tomatoes,

Asparagus,
Green Onions,

Radishes,

j

Carrots.

j

Parsnips,

Home-Bake-

I

Estancia Eggs, 25c. Doz.
F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.
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HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVT YCL1 WATCH
CLEANLD OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will rim without
oil cr clear: '.nrj longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

A

,

ally.

It

you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travel; over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil end a cleaning
a year.
It will increase the
1
and accuracy of your watch.

hre

7eave your watch with

"us

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.
.Time Pieces That Are
.'

DolioKIa
i.ciidUlw.
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Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,

j

Spinach,

For Those Who
Are Particular

Rhubarb,

;

after-curre-

FOR SALE Xew Hammond typewriter, three type discs and leather
traveling case. Inquire New Mexican.
Or At Our Counter.
BACA BOND BILL
Miss Ashton
will open a summer
PASSES SENATE.
school in the high school building on
Monday, May 27th, 9 a. m. There will
A Rendezvous
(Continued from Page One.)
be classes for all grades. Tuition reas-- j
For Meat
onable, payable In advance.
A blannet was found
to declare what shall be the effect of
Owner can
have same by calling at the New
a repealing statute, was discussed.
Mexican and paying for this ad.
Rogers asked whether the act is not
About The Kind They Eat ! i The finest line of mus'in under
in conflict with the state constitution.
wear ever seen in Santa Fe on speLlewellyn explained that it is not and
cial sale at Adolf Seligman
that the language is that of a Congres-- !
Dry
Goods Company.
See the display.
sional statute. The bill passed 30 to
Use a Cold Cream which imparts a
,10.
softness to the skin. Use Zook's Rose
Senate Bill No. 115, by Clark, an
Cold Cream.
act requiring members and certain of
Chief Justice' Buys Bishop Cottage it's good.
Ph one 92.
ficers of the state corporation comSale of
Goods The mission and the
Chief Justice C. J. Roberts
has
secretary of state to
sale of homebaked goods in the referbond, was passed as amended in
ence room at the public library tomor- give House committee
on judiciary,
the
t
iWTnwWMTrW fflh row from 11 a. m. to 12 m. and again changing the bond to be given by the
in the afternoon will be for the benesecretary of state from $5,000 to
fit of the library, the proceeds to be
n
$1,000 as the
secretary practically
applied for the rebinding of books. handles no funds, and of the corporaPatrons and friends of the library, tion commissioners from $10,000 to
jwho desire to contribute baked goods $5,000, as these must make monthly
a
This is for economy's sake
a m. tomorrow.
There will be some payments.
as
must pay ttie premium. M.
the
state
B one in attendance from 10 a. m.
C. 6", Baca moved to recommit the bill
a
Is For Wind, tan or sunburn try an ap- because he is opposed to the state payplication of Zook's Benzoin, Witch Haing the premium, making the point
zel and Almond Cream.
officials had to furnish
that
-San Miguel News The San Miguel bondsformerly
I
at their own expense. The mo'
,
News- for May, just from the press of
tion failed 26 to 14. The bill passed
the New Mexican Printing Company, is 35 to
5, Clancy opposing it because
of especial interest.
Two beautiful it is
to those who already have
unfair
poems, are a feature as is an article
and
qualified
given bond. He believed
on La Salle, the teacher saint. There
WILL INTEREST
S
officials should furnish
.QUALITY and PRICE
their own
is an interesting communication
in bond.
YOU IN
sns
a
Tomassini
and
the
Father
Spanish
by
j II
1
Senate Bill No. 124, by Holt, an act
usual budget of college news. Benjamin Sisneros is the editor, Fernando conferring justices of the peace jurisSANTA FE HARDWARE AND SUPPLY COMPANY
Armijo, assistant editor, Henry Core-tes- diction upon justices of the peace
business manager, and Frank E. where the debt or sum claimed is not
Gaines, Leo Lujan, Javier Bazet, Felix in excess of $200, was recommitted to
Gomez, Venceslao Serna, Clyde Duck- worth, Alejandro Espinoza and Alfred
Tarrell, associate editors.
Either By 'Phone

Turn Your Search in this Direction.

Tisza as speaker of the lower house of
parliament, was at first intended mere-- '
ly as a demonstration in favor of
suffrage of which Count Tisza
is a determined opponent. A demand
for the extension of the suffrage has
been forwarded to Emperor Francis
Joseph.
Quiet Restored.
Budapest, May 24. Peace was re- stored this evening through the inter- vention of the government, which induced the manufacturers to agree to
take back the locked out metal work-- ;
ers tomorrow.
Earlier in the
An ambulance in which were
curred. An embulance in which were
three wounded men, was attacked by
rioters, and broken up. The wound-- ;
ed men were rescued with difficulty.
Eighteen Wounded.
A squadron of hussars dispersed
the crowd of demonstrators which
fled into a nouse, which they barri-- !
caded. The police had to storm the
building and only succeeded in dis- lodging the mob after a severe fight
in which eighteen were wounded.

advertisement.
Warm Weather Is coming. Cooking
than coal.
by electricity is cheaper
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the Steering Committee.
Senate Bill No. 144, by Holt, an Act
relating to towns ar.d villages, amending Section 16, Chapter 117, of the
Acts of 1909, was recommitted to the
Steering committee.
House Bill No. 99, by Mullen, Moreno, and Llewellyn, an act to establish
a chair of ornithology at the Agricultural College and University of New
Mexico, and for the protection of beneficial bird life, the salary of each professor of ornithology not to exceed
$1200 a year, and a special annual levy
of
of a mill, was discussed by
Mullens who claimed it protected th
larmers. He spoke of the work of
the Audobon Society of New York
which spends a quarter of a million
dollars a year to study bird law. Llewellyn defended th bill quoting the
nursery rhyme:
"God made bees
The bees made honey,
God made man
And man made money."
Blanchard moved to strike out the
third section. He was voted down
almost unanimously and Speaker Baca
asked deferentially: "Shall I order a
roll call?" causing a laugh to run
around the assembly.
Clancy also
spoke in favor of the bill which passed
32 to 8.
House Bill No. 120, by Llewellyn, an'
act relating to the collection of delinquent taxes prior to and including the
year 1910, was on motion of Llewellyn
recommitted to the steering committee for amendment.
As the New Mexican went to press
House Bill No. 22S, by Hilton, for the
government of community grants was
being considered and only two bills
remained on the calendar. After these
are disposed of, it was predicted that
there would be another outburst o
fireworks.

?-
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TROOPS BATTLE WITH STRIKERS
(Continued

yj
II

from mee One.)

tne ,act that a meeting or strikers
Hlheld at noon nnssert a resolution in
favor of a general return to work.

0
.

'

I
I

We Have LOVELY

Demand Extension of Suffrage.
The strike which was called as a
rott-'Ri
against the election of Count l

FLOWERS

BALDWIN MAY BE
PRESIDENTIAL

POSSIBILITY.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New Haven, Conn., May 24. The
presentation of the name of Governor Baldwin of Connecticut to the
Democratic National
convention
at
Baltimore as a candidate for the
presidential nomination, will depend
it is understood, on the outcome of
a ca!l on the governor today of a committee of the state delegation to ascertain his position. The Democratic
state convention requested that tho
be
fourteen votes of Connecticut
oast for Governor Baldwin.
WANTED AT ONCE A few good
saddle ponies. Want two fit to drive.
Hester Cattle Co., Lamy, N. M.
New

want

Mexican

aas

brings results

always

Send FLOWERS to

the Graduates, they
like nothing so well
TO - DAY. Especially

THE CLARENDON GARDEN.

For That Purpose!

Phone 12.
.

,

Womei!i9s Shoe Styles
1

11,

1

1&S

OME STORES set the style by having the new shapes first.

Other stores follow
along about a season behind. Women who buy shoes here wear THE NEWEST
AND BEST TO BE HAD. There's not a new last, a new heel, a new toe style, a new
leather you cannot find here as soon as it appears on the market. Remember, we charge no more for our shoes than other
stores. If we sell you a shoe at $2.50, $3.00 or $3.50 well guarantee the fit and the wear. If every woman knew all about
our shoes we'd sell all the Women's Shoes sold in town. A size and width for every foot. ;
"

.

Women's Oxfords, Queen Quality. We have a full line of the Best Oxfords made in every shape, size and width.

We Want to See Every Women With a Taste for Handsome Oxfords.

Home of Hart, Scliaffner & Marx Clothes.
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FRIDAY, MAY 24, 1912.

bought the cottage of Call A. Bishop
on East Palace avenue.
You Will Miss a Rare Treat if you
do not attefld the sale of home cooked
food tomorrow morning and afternoon
in the reference room of the Woman's
Board of Trade Library.
Seligman Brothers are not giving
things away but they do claim to have
me uesi rug lor me ;nuuy unit wets
ever onerea in Santa (e. isee meir
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DAILY RUUMD
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NATHAH SALMON
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